Shelves and Drawers - For Pullout Cabinets
Pullout Cabinet Accessories For
Standard 37.75" Wide Cabinets
All Pullout Cabinets have a series of slots
that accept our optional shelves and mini
drawers. The sliders and shelf brackets snap
into the slots and the shelves and drawers
snap onto the brackets or sliders.
Whether you need a sturdy rollout shelf for
electronics, a keyboard or laptop station, or
simply an on-demand work surface or desk,
the pullout shelf is it. A positive friction
catch keeps shelves and mini drawers
from rolling out accidentally. Our mini
drawers can be outfitted with
dividers and backstops.
Shelves & Drawers Are Optional
This way you get to configure your cabinet anyway you like. Whatever you want, wherever
you want it. You can mix and match shelves and drawers in the same cabinet. Levelers protrude through the bottom of all
pullout cabinet floors and a shelf that creates a false floor is recommended. A stationary base shelf (ASHELF) rests on the
levelers and creates a false floor flush with the bottom lip of the cabinet. A pullout shelf or drawer will do the job as well.

PUSHE - Our pullout shelf makes
wiring your components a breeze. It
also makes an amazing laptop or
keyboard station. Use it anywhere you
need a roll out work station and relax it is rated for over 60 pounds. This is
our most popular pullout accessory.

ASHELF - This adjustable stationary
shelf or base shelf takes up only 1" of
height in your cabinet, so it can be
useful in tight situations. As a base
shelf, ASHELF rests on the levelers and
creates a false floor that is flush with
the bottom lip of the cabinet.

SPECIFICATIONS
Weight: 13 lb / Capacity: 60 lb
Dimension: 35.25" W x 2" H x 18" D
Sliders: Heavy duty full extension

SPECIFICATIONS
Weight: 10 lb / Capacity: 50 lb
Dimension: 35.25" W x 1" H x 18" D
Finish: Baked on powder coat

FEATURES
- Full extension heavy-duty sliders
- Position shelves anywhere
- Wire space between shelf and cabinet.

FEATURES
- Shelf brackets included
- Position shelves anywhere
- Wire space between shelf and cabinet.

MINIDRW - Our 2" high Mini Drawers
are great for smaller items - but strong
enough for whatever will fit. Space
them apart to match the height of the
product you want to store or display. Six
mini drawers will fit in our FDCAB20.
SPECIFICATIONS
Weight: 10 lb / Capacity: 60 lb
Dimension: 34" W x 2" H x 18" D
Sliders: Heavy duty full extension
FEATURES
- Full extension heavy-duty sliders
- Position mini drawers anywhere
- All shelves and drawers are available
in 18 colors to match your cabinet.

Levelers protrude through the bottom of all pullout cabinet floors and a shelf that creates a false floor is recommended.
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